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Abst rac t - -The  aim of this paper is to prove that the approximate solutions of a linear optimal 
control problem obtained by a Tykhonov regularization are equal to the solutions obtained by relaxing 
the constraint of the control problem. The second method formulates an approximate optimal control 
problem and uses the Fenchel duality. Moreover, an algorithm to compute the optimal control 
formulated with the Fenchel duality is given, and its convergence is proved. © 1998 Elsevier Science 
Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. SETT ING THE PROBLEM 
Let us consider E and F two Hilbert spaces identified to their dual spaces (typically L 2 spaces). 
Let C E £(F ;  E) such that C* E £(E;  F). We will assume that C* is injective so Im C is dense 
in E, but Im C # E. Assume also that C is not injective. 
Consider the following problem of optimal control: 
For zd # 0 given in E, find w E F of minimum norm, such that Cw = zd. (P) 
As Im C # Im----C, w may not exist for all Zd in E. Therefore, we will be looking for an 
approximate solution to (P). 
REMARK. It has to be noticed that Im C not closed ¢:~ Im C* not closed. Therefore, even if 
za E Im C, i.e., even if there existed some w such that Cw = z,~, there would exist no projection 
of w on Im C*, then there would exist no optimal w. 
2. APPROXIMATE CONTROLS 
Two kinds of regularization are going to be presented, then unified by Proposition 3. Let us 
first define these two regularized controls. 
PROPOSITION i. TYKHONOV REGULARIZATION. For a given g > O, w T is an approximate 
solution to (P) and is given by 
T • T we = C ~ , (1) 
r (CC* + ~I) ~ = zd, (2) 
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where I denotes the identity operator on E. Such a control w T is called "Tykhonov-approximate 
control". 
PROOF. See [1] to solve this exact controllability problem and [2] for the regularization, l 
Let us now define an approximate control via the Fenchel duality, with the following proposi- 
tion. 
PROPOSITION 2. CONSTRAINT RELAXATION. Let 0 < 1} < [[ZdllE be given, and consider the set 
of admi~ible approximate controls 
Uad = {W 6 F such that IlCw - ZdlIE < 7}. 
There exists a unique w F solution of 
min {llwllF 2, (3) 
wElZ,,a 
gJven by 
where aF~ is solution of 
" = C 'avE ,  (4) WT/ 
r/ F 
co*avE + = (5) 
Obviously, wvE is an approximate solution of (P). We will call w F, the "relaxed-approximate 
control". 
PROOF. Since Im 6' is dense in E,/gad is nonempty convex and closed, thus there exists a unique 
function w F being the solution of the minimization (3). Applying the Fenchel and Rockafellax 
Theorem (see [3]), it becomes 
F • F W,7 -----C a,/, 
where a:  realizes the minimum of 
1 . 2 
Pda)  = ~ flC all F - (aZd)E + ~[laliE, Va  6 E. 
The functional F~ is not differentiable at O, but it is easy to prove that 
> IlzdllE ~ a :  = o. (6) 
Therefore, for any ~} such that 0 < ~} < [IZd[[E, there exists a unique solution w E to (3) given by 
w F = C*a F, where a F is solution of (5) which is the optimality condition of F T. | 
It  is now possible to unify both regularizations by the next proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let w:  be the relaxed-approximate solution of (P) associated to a F for some 
parameter 0 < ~I < [[ZdIIE. Then, w F = wTe, where wTe is the Tykhonov-approximate control with 
e = ~/[laFl[. And conversely, i fw T is the Tykhonov-approximate solution of (P) associated to a T 
for some e > O, then wTe = w F, where w F is the relaxed-approxlmate solution for ~} = e/HaTe ll. 
PROOF. Consider ~} such that 0 < ~7 < IlZdllE. Proposition 2 shows that the relaxed-approximate 
solution w E of (P) exists and is given by w F = * F C an,  where a F is given by (5). From (5), it 
follows that a F corresponds to a Tykhonov regularized solution a T computed with e = ~}/[[aF[[E. 
Comparing (5) with (2) shows that av E and a T are two solutions of the same invertible linear 
system, then ave = a T. Then, 
F = w T, with ~ = HaFH E (7) v,7 e]o, tlzdllE [, w. 
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Conversely, for a given e > 0, Proposition 1 shows that the Tykhonov approximate control w T 
exists and is given by w T • T = C a e where a T is given by (2). Moreover, (2) provides that 
cwT + ear  = zd, 
then, 
IlCwT- zdll~ : e I I : l l E  
From (2), it is clear that a T ~ 0, then ellaTIIE > 0. Moreover, by multiplying (2) by a T it 
follows that 
. T 2 
l ie a, I1~ + ~ IlaTIl~ -- ( z :D  ~, 
and with the Schwartz inequality, it becomes 
and finally 
T 2 aT  
e Ila, I1~ < I I ,  I1~ IIzdlIE IIc*aYll : ,  
a T 0 < e I I ,  II~ < IIz, ll~ 
Therefore, if we choose ~/ -- e[[aTllE, (6) implies that there exists a unique solution a F to (5). 
F Then, But obviously, aT also verifies (5) for this value of ~, therefore, aT = a , .  
T F a T Ve>O,  w e =w,7 , with~- -e[ I  eriE- (8) 1 
Finally, this proposition proves that there exists a one-to-one application from the control w E 
obtained by convex optimization, to the control w T computed with a Tykhonov regularization. 
Moreover, it shows that for a given e, the Tykhonov-regularized control given by (1) and (2) 
realizes the minimum of the controls belonging to Had with 7/= c[[aT][E .
3. ALGORITHM 
The main problem now, is to find a way to replace the minimization of the functional F,7(a ) 
(noted F(a ;  ~1) from now on), by a sequence of the Tychonov regularization. An iterative algo- 
rithm will be presented and its convergence will be proved. 
For a given 0 < ~ < HZdHE, the goal is the find af(7?) minimizing 
1 
F(a;q?) = ~ llC*all~ - (a~d)E + ~llallE, 
or equivalently, from Proposition 3, to find aF(7/) = aT(e)  minimizing 
r(a;e) = ~ IIC*oll~ - (aZd)E + ~llall~, 
with e = "q/HaF(?)llE. As a F is unknown, the problem can be formulated as: find e such that 
ellaT(e)l[E = ~. Until the end of this section, aT(e)  will denote the optimum of T(a ;e ) .  The 
following algorithm is proposed. 
ALGORITHM.  
1. Let ek > 0 be given. 
2. Compute a k = aT (e k) minimizing 
1 1 2 
T (a;¢ k) = ~ IIC*all~ - (aZd)E + ~ekllall~. 
3. Compute ek+l = ",'l/Hak[[E, and do Step 1 with k := k + 1. 
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The following properties of this algorithm are going to be proved. 
PROPERTY 1 OF THE ALGORITHM. Let 7& = ~kll~llE, 
1. i f~  < 7/II=FI[E, then 7~ < 7 and ~ < ~+1, 
2. if ~ < ~+1, then 7~ < 7t+h 
3. if 7k < 7, then 7k+x < 7, 
and conversely, 
1. if e~ > 7/[[gF[[E, then 7~ > 7 and ~ > ~k+l, 
2. if ~ > ek+l, then 7~ > 7~+1, 
3. if 7~ > 7, then 7~+~ > 7. 
PROOF OF THE PROPV.RTIES. The first three properties are going to be proved and the three 
others are left to the reader. It is important to remark that, from Proposition 3, ~ realizes the 
minimum of T(g; e ~) and F(g; 7~). 
1. Let f /e  R such that 7~ -- 7 + ~/, it becomes 
F (~;7  ~ ) = F (~;  7) + ~ I1~11~ < F (~ ,7  ~) + ~ I1~11~, 
<F(~' ;7 ' )+~ II I1~ I1~%) dr F _ 
But, if ~k < 7/[[~rFIIE, it is easy to prove that Ill'lIE > [[~rF[[E. But as aa is the unique 
minimum of F(~;7~), it becomes f /<  0, and 7} k < 7. Moreover, if 7~ = ~ I[~HE < 7, 
then ~ < 7/[[~[[E = ~+1- | 
2. Let £7 6 R such that 7 ~+* = 7 ~ + f/, it becomes 
F (~'; 7 '+') : ~ (~'; 7 ') + ~ I1~'11~ < F (~'+'; 7 ') + ~ I1~%, 
< F (~'+'; 7 '+') + ~ (11~'11~- II~'+'IIA. 
But e/~ < 6k+1 implies II~kll~ > II~k+lll~. As a k+' i., the unique minimum of F(o'; 7k+1), 
it becomes £7 > 0, and 7 k < 7 k+*. | 
3. Suppose 7k = ~kl[~llE < 7. Then, from Property 1, it becomes ~k < 6k+i implying again 
II~kll~ > II~+Xll~. Then, 6k+lllak+Xll~ = 7(11~+111~/11~11~) < 7. | 
It is now possible to enounce the convergence of the algorithm. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let o'F(7) be the unique optimum of F(cr; 7)- The algorithm produces a se- 
quence (7 k) which converges toward 7, and a sequence ck converging toward ffF (7)" 
PROOF. Starting the algorithm from any ~0, the properties hows that if c0 < 7/I[ffF[IE, the 
algorithm produces three sequences: (~),  (7k), and (ak). 
From the properties, we get 
and 
(7 k) such that 7 k < 7 k+* < 7 
(e k) such that ~k < gk+l. 
Therefore, the sequence (7 k) converges to some #. Moreover, we have 
I I 'F(7)I I ,  < I1-'*'11~ < I1 -%,  v~. 
As 7 ~ = ekll~'kllE < 7 and I1~11~ > II~F(7)IIE, W,  it becomes 
e~ < 7 Vk. 
IIaF(~)IIE ' 
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Therefore, the sequence (6 k) converges to some g. The application e ~-* aT(e) is continuous, then 
the sequence (a k) also converges to some 5. Passing to the limit in the optimality condition of 
T(a; g), it becomes 
r/ . 
CC'5" + ~ a  = z~t, 
proving that # is also the optimum of F(a; 71). This minimum is unique, then 5 = aF(r/). This 
implies also that ~ = r/. 
The same demonstration can be done if e0 > rl/IIo'FIIE • And finally, if eo = ~/[Io'F[IE, o'0 
verifies 
CC*ao  + rl ao = zd, 
then again, a0 = aF(~), ~/0 ---- eo[la0llE -- ~: the three sequences are stationary. | 
4. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we showed the one-to-one application between the approximate controls com- 
puted via a Tikhonov regularization and the approximate controls computed via a constrained 
optimization. This gave us an effective way to compute this second kind of control in some 
identification problems using the sentinels method (see [4]). 
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